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H”APP”Y Hour
APP’s for Academic Success



Organization
A Key Component to

Academic Success



iStudiez Pro



Wunderlist
Keep your life in sync
Wunderlist is the easiest way to get stuff done. It is  free app that allows 
you to stay on top what needs to get done., Wunderlist is here to help you 
tick off all your personal and professional to-dos

Get reminded anytime
Set Due Dates and Reminders and Assign to-dos. No matter whether your 
lists are work related or just for fun, you will never miss a deadline again with 
Wunderlist in charge.



Any.do

To-do list
Keep your tasks, lists 
and reminders in one 
place, always in-sync 
across all your devices

Calendar
Plan your day, 
week, month, 
and life. 
Beautifully 
designed to 
help you rock 
your day, 
everyday

Assistant

Any.do Assistant takes care 
of your tasks, so you can 
spend time on the things that 
matter

Students can create a to-do lit, can synchronize to other devices, and prioritize 
tasks.



ACADEMIC APPLICATIONS

Applications to help with 
academic achievement.



RefMe and Cite This For Me
Academic assistance creating correct citations for essays and research papers

Ability to cite any source

Allows students to put together citations and bibliographies for any format 
from MLA, APA, Chicago etc…



Tiny Cards
Great for World Language Classes

Allows students to develop flashcards for any subject

Search engine allows student to find flash cards already developed. 

IB Biology to IB Spanish



Duolingo
Practice a variety of languages.

Set sessions based on time and skill level

Placement test to determine the best place to start.

Reminders from application 

Set goals



Khan Academy
Math by subject, Math by grade

US History to World History

Biology to Physics



Khan Academy Continued



Khan Academy, PSAT and SAT
Post PSAT - college board links with Khan Academy to identify areas where 
student missed questions



JLABS and Virginia State Standards of Learning
All questions are released with permission from the VDOE

Preparation for SOLS in math and science

https://education.jlab.org/solquiz/

https://education.jlab.org/solquiz/


Quizlet
Quizlet makes simple learning tools that let you study anything  with flashcards, games and 
learning tools.

Search millions of study sets or create your own. Improve your grades by studying with 
flashcards, games and more.


